Lesson 4.1 Unit 2 Intro 
Strayer 133-139
Quiz 4.1 
•	Strayer refers to civilizations like Rome, Han China, and the Mayans as _________ wave civilizations. 
•	(Timeline Question) What civilization in Peru roughly ran parallel with the Mayan civilization in Mexico? (from 300-700CE)
•	What civilization had the most impressive technological advancements in this time period?


1.  What were the changes and continuities in Second Wave Civilizations? 
•	Changes
•	Population grew more rapidly than ever.
•	States dwarfed civs like Egypt and Mesopotamia. 
•	Fall of empires dissolved civs. 

1.  What were the changes and continuities in Second Wave Civilizations? 
•	More changes:
•	New philosophical and religious systems came about to shape morality and answer unanswerable questions. 
•	China had the most technological innovation
–	Wheelbarrows, better plow harness, gunpowder, iron, paper
•	India’s new technology included crystallized sugar, cotton textiles
•	Rome’s new technology included roads, aqueducts, bridges


•	Continuities
•	Mostly ruled by monarchs.
•	Men continued to dominate women. 
•	Sharp divide between elite and everyone else.
•	The practice of slavery continued.
•	pp. 134-138


•	Long distance trade/communication routes were another change of second and third-wave civs
–	Eurasia (Silk)
–	Indian Ocean (Sea)
–	Across Sahara (Sand)
–	Eastern woodlands of North America (River)
•	This trade often brought culture
–	Christianity, Buddhism, and Islam (all are bigger than where they started)

•	No big technology was another continuity of second and third-wave civs
–	Not like plows in Agricultural Revolution
–	Not like factories in the Industrial Revolution 
–	No need for owners to innovate
•	They had the peasants working for them
•	Classical Eurasian empires
–	Persia, Greece, Rome, Qin/Han, Mauryan/Gupta

Why call them ‘Classical Civilizations’?
•	All major ones religions/philosophies start here except Islam (period 3)
–	Judaism, Hinduism, Confucianism, Christianity 
•	Most modern countries trace their roots to period 2
–	Iran/Persia, China/Han, The West/Greece and Rome, India/Guptas
•	Very Erasian-centric, though
–	Not a lot of Americas, Africa, or (haha) Australia 





Lesson 4.2 Persians and Greeks
Strayer 143-151
4.2 Quiz
•	What modern civilization was compared with the Roman Empire in the intro?
•	By 500 BCE, what was the largest empire based on land and influence?
•	What did the Greeks call themselves?
2.  What is an empire and what does it do? 
•	Empire = state that exercises coercive (threatening) power. 
•	Usually larger and more aggressive. 
•	Rule a diverse variety of people, usually while oppressing their culture. 
•	Can ultimately stimulate cultural diffusion due to diverse people being brought together. 
•	p. 144

2a. What are centralized/decentralized governments and why do they matter during the 600BCE to 600CE unit?
•	Centralization – bringing everything together under one roof/idea
•	Centralized government – most decisions are made by one person or group for a large group of people/empire 
•	Decentralized government – decisions are left up to individual cities or city-states
Empires and Locations You MUST Know for the AP Exam
•	Persian Empire – Iran, much of the Middle East
•	Qin and Han Empire – China 
•	Mauryan and Gupta Empires – India 
•	Phoenicia – rim of the Mediterranean 
•	Greece – city-states in Greece then western Mediterranean and Middle East 
•	Mayan civilization – Yucatan Peninsula in Mexico 
•	Moche – Andes 
•	Cahokia – around St. Louis near the Mississippi River 
Phoenicia – Outer Rim of the Mediterranean 
Greece – city states and then Hellenistic Greece (Egypt to India)  
Moche – Andes in South America 
Maya – Yucatan Peninusla in Southern Mexico/Parts of Guatemala/Belize 
Mauryan and Gupta Empires – India 
Roman Empire – Most of Mediterranean, lots of Europe 
Persian Empire – Iran, most of the Middle East 
Qin and Han – China 
Cahokia and other Mound Builders – Along the Mississippi River 

3. How did the Persian and Greek civilizations differ in their political organization and values? 

•	Persians:  
•	Much larger empire than predecessors. (Egypt to India).
•	Based on cult of kingship (king is worshiped).
•	Divine right from Ahura Mazda.
•	Governors (satraps) in each province.
•	King had spies watching for corruption.
•	Respected culture of conquered peoples. 

•	Greeks:  
•	Not centralized like Persia. Instead, hundreds of independent city states.  (Dippin’ Dots)
•	No real empire, but influenced eastern Mediterranean under Alexander.
•	Participation in government focused on “citizenship”. Where the people run the state affairs. 
•	Started with only wealthy, but grew to include lower-class men in some city-states. 
•	pp. 145-150

4.   How was Athenian democracy different from modern democracy? 

•	Direct democracy – everyone voted on everything. 
•	No representatives. 
•	Women, slaves, foreigners (more than half the population) could not participate at all. 
•	p. 150

What kept the Persian Empire together?
•	violent punishments by king
•	effective administrative system
•	respect for non-Persian cultural traditions
•	standardized coinage, predictable taxes
•	encouragement of communication and commerce
•	Crazy-good road system

5.  What did the Greek victory against the Persians do for Athenian democracy? 

•	Gave poorer men full citizenship thanks to the rowers who helped win the war. The rowers were viewed more as equals in society. 
•	This is “social mobility”.
–	Moving up or down in social 
class
•	p. 151

6.  After the Greco-Persian Wars, what were the causes and effects of the Peloponnesian War? 
•	After the war, Athens looked to prove it was the leader of the city-states. 
•	Sparta fought back, seeking total independence from Athens.
•	Sparta won a civil war that depleted both sides and opened them up to the eventual takeover of Macedonia led by Alexander. 
•	*finish him!
•	p. 151

Lesson 4.3 Alexander and Rome 
Strayer 152-158
4.3 Quiz
•	What was the name of the wars that Rome fought with Carthage?
•	From the table: Who took over after the Roman civil war and was then assassinated?
•	Name a modern country in Asia, Europe, and Africa that part of it was once part of the Roman empire. 



7.  What changes did Alexander’s conquests bring in their wake? 
•	Spread Greek culture into Egypt, Mesopotamia, Persia and India. 
•	Created great Greek cities throughout the Mediterranean and Middle-East. 
•	Began Hellenistic Era (Greece’s Golden Age).
•	Funny b/c he wasn’t Greek, he was Macedonian. 
–	But his father had his mentored by Aristotle.
•	p. 153

More about Alexander
•	Was able to defeat the Greeks because of the infighting during the Peloponnesian Wars
–	They were weak
•	When he took Egypt, he was named Pharaoh 
•	Created the “Library” at Alexandria in Egypt 
–	Over 700K documents
•	Created the “Museum” which paid for scholars to study
•	Made “Hellenistic Greece” an empire that would rival Persia’s

9.  How did Rome grow from a single city to the center of a huge empire? 
•	Being taken over by Rome wasn’t always a bad thing
–	Rule of law (no one is above the law)
–	Basic rights of all citizens
–	System that protected the lower classes
•	Winning Punic Wars over Carthage gave Rome all of western Mediterranean. 
•	Poor soldiers hoped for land, loot, or salaries.
•	The aristocracy gained power and promotion for taking more land. 


•	Central location in Mediterranean made empire building easier. 
•	Great army was the key to success. Well trained, well fed, well rewarded. 
•	The empire’s main policy was to grow. A bigger empire needs more resources. Where do you get more resources? Take over some more land!
•	pp. 155-158



Lesson 4.4 Compare China and Rome plus India 
Strayer 158-168
Quiz 4.4
•	List one similarity between the Han and the Roman empires. 
•	What happened in Europe after the Roman Empire fell?
•	What two religions did Ashoka follow?

Chinese Dynasties so far

•	Shang (1700 – 1000 BCE) first 
•	Zhou (1000 – 500 BCE) sort of a continuation of Shang
•	Age of Warring States (500-200 BCE)
•	Qin (221 – 206 BCE)
–	Reunited China under Shihuangdi (means “first emperor”
•	Han (200 BCE – 200 CE)
–	Continued Qin centralization but less harsh
–	Wudi – created academy to train officials using Confucianism
More about the Qin
•	Reunited China under Shi Huangdi and legalism
•	Known for his tomb with “terra cotta warriors”
•	Very strict
–	Burned books, killed scholars
–	Over 100K ppl died Great Wall
–	Standardized everything, even cart axels 

11.  Compare the Roman and Chinese Empires. 
•	China
•	Elaborate bureaucracy 
•	Word based writing characters were hard to translate, but it was so simple that  any dialect could understand them. So, it assimilated the literate elite. 
•	Buddhism was adopted w/o support by the state. 
•	Buddhism was intermittently adopted by the state, and eventually became one of many religious traditions in China. 

•	Rome
•	Government not as organized. Relied heavily on local leaders and the army. 
•	Alphabet-based Latin led to numerous new languages such as Spanish, Portuguese and French. 
•	Unlike China, developed elaborate law system that gave equality to all free men. 
•	Christianity spread under Pax-Romana through the poor and was eventually adopted by the empire. 
•	Because Rome started as a city, Romans and Italians became minorities within the much larger empire. 
•	Gradually, conquered people and poorer people were granted citizenship. 

•	Both
•	Saw considered self center of the universe.
•	Invested in roads, bridges, walls, aqueducts
•	Rule was sanctioned by the gods. 
•	Absorbed foreign religions. (Christianity and Buddhism)
•	Had centralized control over vast areas. 
•	pp. 160-163
12.  How was the collapse of the Roman Empire different from the Han Empire in China? 
•	Roman Empire: 
•	Long decline due to the empire being too large to rule
•	Also, outsiders were invading regularly 
•	After the fall in the west, new ethnicities formed that were separate from the Roman culture such as Franks, Anglo-Saxons and Visigoths. They kept Christianity, though, for the most part. 
•	In the west, no lasting central authority ever regained power. Instead, small city-states and countries maintained power. (dippin’ dots)

•	Han Empire:
•	Long decline due to corruption and peasant unrest
•	Like Rome, outsiders were invading regularly
•	Xiongnu were attacking at the Great Wall
•	Barbarians set up their own states in North China
•	Biggest difference from Rome was after 350 years of unrest, a new state was created that was centralized like the Han. 
–	Rome never came back, China did. 
•	pp. 163-165

14.  Why were Europeans unable to reconstruct something of the unity of their classical empire while China did? 
•	Europe was culturally and linguistically more diverse than China. 
•	The Roman Empire didn’t have the strong bureaucratic traditions like China did in their many dynasties that came and went. 
•	The Roman Catholic Church was often at odds with individual states. 
•	Chinese agriculture was stronger than Europe’s. 
•	p. 165

15.  Why were centralized empires so much less prominent in India than in China? 
•	India began as fragmented cities and cultures. 
•	It was much more diverse than China. 
•	It was often invaded by outsiders due to its centralized and unprotected location. 
•	The caste system was local based and didn’t really account for a larger imperial state. 
•	pp. 165-167

Why do empires collapse?
•	Too big to rule
•	Taxes
–	Rich ppl evade taxes
–	Poor must cover the tax burden
–	Peasant uprisings
•	Invaders
•	No tech breakthroughs
Effects of collapse of empires?
•	Opposite of what made them grow
–	decline of urban life
–	population decline
–	reduction of international trade
–	vast insecurity

16.  Give examples of Ashoka’s reign over the Mauryan Empire. 

•	Started as a ruthless empire expander.
•	Converted to Buddhism, after bloody battle. 
•	Preached non-violence and tolerance of other religions. 
•	Stopped hunting and animal sacrifices. 
•	Dug wells for the people, shade trees, rest-stops on highways. 
–	Helped the economy grow. 
•	Still punished crimes. Death penalty remained. 
•	Treated diverse empire equally with consistent morals and politics.
•	Rainbows. 
•	pp. 166-167

Info about Indian empires.	
•	Empires not as big of a deal as other places
•	Started in northern India
•	Super duper diverse
–	Religion, language, ethnic
•	Mauryan (first empire)
–	Led by Ashoka (broke up after he died)
–	Ruled all but southern tip of India
–	Huge population, military, bureacracy
–	Gov controlled industries
•	Followed by Gupta Empire and others
APWH 4.5 Docs
Strayer 170-
4.5 Quiz
•	Where did Ashoka leave his edicts (sayings)?
•	What did Han Fei think should be done with people who conformed to the law?
•	Pericles was speaking at a funeral for a…


Funeral Oration
•	Written by Pericles (first citizen)
–	Speech at a funeral for soldiers who died in battle
–	opened democracy to much of Athens 
•	We are awesome. 
•	We train for war, love art, are democratic, play games.
•	Everyone has a say.
•	We fight for our freedom.
Roman Oration
•	Written by a rich visitor from Turkey 
•	Rome has a ton of stuff from the outskirts of its empire
–	Greek art, products from India
•	All ppl are equal (citizens) in Rome, no fighting among governors
•	“To excel the barbarians in wealth and power, while surpassing the Greeks in knowledge and moderation, seems to me to be an important matter. . . .”
Roman Oration
•	Two classes – good noble people (citizens), everyone else (subjects)
–	Even foreigners can be citizens 
•	Rome is better at governing than Persia (bull crap) 
•	The Roman republic is like a democracy, aristocracy, and a monarchy but better 
•	Lots of culture here – games, architecture, schools
The Writings of Master Han Fei 
•	Written by a Chinese philosopher
•	Conformers are strong, country is strong 
•	Put law followers (ministers) in charge to lead by example 
•	“To govern the state by law is to praise the right and blame the wrong.”
The Writings of Master Han Fei 
•	Law is fair for both nobles and peasants.
•	Law is clear, punishment is severe 
•	Legalism comes from the ancestors 
•	Two handles – Chastise (death and torture) and commend (praise and rewards)!
Rock Edicts
•	Written by Ashoka
•	“Beloved-of-the-Gods” – follows dhamma (the way)
•	Forgiveness for all, even outsiders
•	War=bad
•	Vegetarianism, animal hospitals 
•	Wells and trees along roads for travellers 
•	Governors will check for badness every five years 
•	Governors are cool with all religions  
Rock Edicts
•	Wells and trees along roads for travellers 
•	Governors will check for badness every five years 
•	Governors are cool with all religions  
•	“the thought “Let me glorify my own religion,” only harms his own religion.Therefore contact [between religions] is good. One should listen to and respect the doctrines professed by others.”
Lesson 5.1 Religion Intro and Chinese Answers 
Strayer 189-197
5.1 Quiz
•	Which of the Chinese philosophies was anti-Confucian?
•	What was the name of the book of Confucius’ thoughts?
•	Which dynasty is most closely associated with Legalism?

600 BCE to 600 CE Religions in General 
•	Religions:
•	Change a lot during this time period because interaction between cultures increases 
•	Provide a social bond for people
•	Provide an ethical code to live by
•	Influence and reinforce social stratification 
–	Stratify = divide up


•	All of the classical religions sought alternatives to polytheism and sacrifices 
•	Remember, 600 BCE – 600 CE is the “classical period”
•	All these religions came at the same time b/c
–	New technology = higher production
–	Empires = contact w/ others
–	Cities = contact w/ others
Continuities in religions through period 2 (600 BCE to 600 CE)
•	Shamanism – holy people who could go between the physical world and the spirit world
•	Animism – washing spirits in inanimate objects 
•	Ancestor veneration – worshiping the spirits of dead ancestors
–	A really big deal in Japan and China
–	Probably comes from filial piety 
What three major schools of thought emerged from the Warring States period (403-221 B.C.E.), what were their guidelines and beliefs, and with whom were they associated? 
•	Legalism
•	strictly enforced rules or laws 
•	Based on rewards and punishments  
•	Pessimistic view of human nature
–	PPl are stupid and selfish
•	The gov must care for these idiots  
•	Farmers and soldiers = necessary b/c they have a function
•	Merchants, artists, scholars = useless
•	Inspired the Qin reunification of CHN
 What three major schools of thought emerged from the Warring States period (403-221 B.C.E.), what were their guidelines and beliefs, and with whom were they associated? 
•	Confucianism— associated with Confucius (written in The Analects)
•	Very different from Legalism.  
•	Not laws and punishments, but the moral example of superiors was the key. 
–	This would restore order after Zhou and Qin
•	Society = unequal relationships
•	If superior person is sincere and benevolent, inferior will be obedient and vice versa 
•	Five Basic relationships 
•	Family is basis for government system (Gov=dad)
•	Loved education and the arts
•	Education is the key to world harmony (Brock agrees!)
 What three major schools of thought emerged from the Warring States period (403-221 B.C.E.), what were their guidelines and beliefs, and with whom were they associated? 
•	Daoism— Daodejing “The Way and Its Power”  
•	Opposite of Confucianism – actually anti-Confucianist  
–	Confucianism based on relationships
–	Daoism said be individualistic, remove self from the world
•	Become one with nature. We don’t need a government. 
–	Don’t worry about education, work to improve yourself from the inside. 
•	Pp. 192-197
The impact of Daoism on Chinese Culture
•	Science/Technology 
–	Focus on nature leads to scientific experiments 
–	Importance of astronomy, chemistry and botany 
–	Major catalyst for the scientific and technological advancements of the Chinese in the future years
–	Check your iPhone, thank a Daoist 
•	The role of the government 
–	Ambition/activism only brings chaos to the world
•	Therefore, act outside of the government. Don’t worry about it. 
–	The “civilized world” is only an illusion anyway
–	Spread through self-sufficient communities that don’t need the government 
Yin-Yang 
•	Yin-yang – most famous symbol if Daoism 
–	nothing is absolute, even opposites flow into each other 
–	Male assertiveness, female submissiveness 
Just for funzies, let’s compare Daoism and Confucianism. 
•	Both:
–	Say you should be cool with the way things are
•	Confucianism:
–	Says you should try to fix society to make life better for everyone 
–	The more government, the better
•	Daoism:
–	Says you should just drop out of society
–	The less government, the better 
Daoism and Confucianism 
•	Mandate of Heaven was from the Zhou
•	Confucianism said women should be humble and serve husbands
–	Female writer, Ban Zhao said it in Lessons for Women
•	Rich in China saw Daoism and Confucianism as complementary like yin and yang
–	Most saw the two as completely opposite
Lesson 5.2 Hinduism and Buddhism 
Strayer 197-202
Quiz 5.2 
•	Why did some people criticize the Brahmins?
*Note the difference between the Brahman and Brahmins.
•	What should men who are in their final stage of life do? (in the picture)
•	What was the Buddha’s life like before he found enlightenment?
Info about Indian empires	
•	Empires not as big of a deal as other places
•	Started in northern India
•	Super duper diverse
–	Religion, language, ethnic
•	Mauryan (first empire)
–	Led by Ashoka (broke up after he died)
–	Ruled all but southern tip of India
–	Huge population, military, bureacracy
–	Gov controlled industries
•	Followed by Gupta Empire and others
Just for funzies, let’s compare Daoism and Confucianism. 
•	Both:
–	Say you should be cool with the way things are
•	Confucianism:
–	Says you should try to fix society to make life better for everyone 
–	The more government, the better
•	Daoism:
–	Says you should just drop out of society
–	The less government, the better 
Daoism and Confucianism 
•	Mandate of Heaven was from the Zhou
•	Confucianism said women should be humble and serve husbands
–	Female writer, Ban Zhao said it in Lessons for Women
•	Rich in China saw Daoism and Confucianism as complementary like yin and yang
–	Most saw the two as completely opposite
3.  How did classical Hinduism differ from other world religions?   

•	Oldest religion still practiced today
•	No founder
–	Came about over centuries
•	Not missionary (try to convert ppl)
•	Not UNIVERSALISING
–	Doesn’t spread to new ppl. Instead, associated with only Indians. Like Judaism with Hebrews. 
•	Not one tradition
–	“Hinduism” is a made up word from outsiders
–	A variety of different gods, beliefs, practices 
•	Based on the caste system 
•	p. 197

4.  What is the fundamental assertion of philosophical Hinduism?
•	Individual human soul (atman) is part of the World Soul (Brahman)
•	Final goal is to unite with the Brahman
•	This is moksha – self freedom
•	P. 198
5.  How are moksha, karma, and reincarnation connected?  

•	Moksha = many lifetimes
•	Reincarnation = many bodies, one soul
•	Karma = good life, higher caste and vice versa
–	“My Name is Earl”
•	No one likes being on Earth, goal is Brahman
•	p. 198)

More on Hinduism 
•	Early Hinduism is known as the “Vedic religions”
–	Based on the writings in the Vedas 
•	Was led by Brahmins (elite priests) who charged a lot to help you reach moksha
•	Written in Sanskrit
–	Elite language that most people couldn’t read 
•	Contributes to the development of the social and political roles of a caste system 
–	Intertwined with the caste system 
In what ways did Buddhism reflect Hindu traditions?
•	Life is illusion
•	Karma, rebirth
•	Meditation
•	Release from reincarnation

•	P. 200

 In what ways did Buddhism challenge Hindu traditions?
•	Brahmins don’t matter
•	Not worried about creation/gods
•	Caste doesn’t matter
–	Anyone can be enlightened
•	P. 200


6.5 Who was Buddha?
•	Siddhartha Gautama (500 BCE)
•	Rich prince that saw suffering (4 sights)
–	Poor man, sick man, dead man, meditating man
•	Eight years mediating under the Bodhi Tree
–	Arises as The Buddha (enlightened one)
–	Realizes life is nothing but suffering
The Four Sights
7.  What is the difference between the Theravada and Mahayana expressions of Buddhism?

•	Theravada – teachings of “the” Buddha
–	Drop out of the world, become a monk or nun
–	The only way to see reality is hours of mediation each day
–	Buddha was super smart, but not a god
–	Not even really a religion, more like a psychological mindset

•	Mahayana – “Great Vehicle” came around later (CE)
–	More prevalent in China 
–	Heaven, hell, tons of gods
–	A total religion, Buddha was a god
•	p. 201

Buddhism spreads twice
•	First by Emperor Ashoka after he converted 
•	Next by missionaries and merchants along the silk roads and by the building of educational institutions
•	REMEMBER: As religions spread they change a lot. 
Lesson 5.3 Monotheism: Zoroastrianism and Judaism 
Strayer 202-205
Quiz 5.3
•	Name one of the two gods in Zoroastrianism.
•	Other than a single father-god, name one way Zoroastrianism influenced  a later monotheistic religion. 
•	Describe the covenant or contract between Jews and God. 

7.  What is the difference between the Theravada and Mahayana expressions of Buddhism?

•	Theravada – teachings of “the” Buddha
–	Drop out of the world, become a monk or nun
–	The only way to see reality is hours of mediation each day
–	Buddha was super smart, but not a god
–	Not even really a religion, more like a psychological mindset

•	Mahayana – “Great Vehicle” came around later (CE)
–	More prevalent in China 
–	Heaven, hell, tons of gods
–	A total religion, Buddha was a god
•	p. 201

Buddhism spreads twice
•	First by Emperor Ashoka after he converted 
•	Next by missionaries and merchants along the silk roads and by the building of educational institutions
•	REMEMBER: As religions spread they change a lot. 
 
11.  Explain the relationship of Ahura Mazda and Angra Mainyu under Zoroastrianism.

•	Zoroastrianism started as Ancient Persia’s polytheism
•	Changed to Ahura Mazda (good god) and Angra Mainyu (mean god)
•	Founder is Zoroaster aka Zarathustra 
•	They fight, Mazda wins with the help of the final Savior who makes the world safe
•	If you sided with Mazda – eternal paradise
•	If you sided with Mainyu – eternal punishment
•	p. 203

Ahura Mazda and Zoroaster Defend the People against Angra Mainyu

12.  What aspects of Zoroastrianism and Judaism subsequently found a place in Christianity and Islam?

•	What Zoroastrian aspects influenced Judaism?
–	Good god, evil god
–	Last judgment
–	Resurrected bodies
–	Good v. Bad war with Good winning
•	What Zoroastrian aspects influenced Christianity and Islam?
–	Heaven, hell, savior
•	What Jewish aspects influenced Christianity and Islam?
–	One God
–	Transcendent 
–	Wants people to be good more than sacrifices to him
•	pp. 203-205
12.5 What are some facts about Zoroastrianism?
•	First monotheistic religion
–	We can argue it was polytheistic (bitheistic) (not a word, apparently) 
•	Persian
•	Founded by prophet Zoroaster aka Zarathustra 600BCE
•	Really influenced Judaism which really influences Christianity and Islam 
•	Alexander’s conquest really killed Zoroastrianism b/c many Persians converted to Greek polytheism 
•	Islam killed off Zoroastrianism completely 

13.  What was distinctive about the Jewish religious tradition?

•	Single god, Yahweh
–	Mesopotamians were polytheistic 
•	Covenant (contract) w/ Yahweh
•	Keep the contract = become His chosen people
•	Much higher up and further away from Earth than other Mesopotamian Gods
•	Yahweh communicated w/ Jews – unlike Daoism and Hinduism 
•	Began as a vengeful god of war, but changed into a god of social justice
–	Compassion for the poor and weak 
•	pp. 204-205

13.5 How did Judaism start?
•	Hebrew ppl
•	Recorded in the Old Testament 
–	(Torah) first five books
–	Genesis, Exodus, Leviticus, Numbers, Deuteronomy 
•	Founded by Abraham
–	Made the covenant w/ Yahweh
–	Led Jews from Mesopotamia to Palestine (Israel today)
More on Judaism 
•	Also influenced by Mesopotamian culture
–	“Eye for an eye” from Hammurabi 
–	Patriarchy
•	Assyrians, Babylonians and Roman empires conquered Jewish states at different times
–	Leads to diasporas (quick mass migrations of a people) of the Jews and Jewish diasporic communities in the Middle East and around the Mediterranean 
More on Judaism 
•	Jews are a prolific people, being beaten down by numerous larger empires
–	They always survive
•	Major influence on Christianity 
–	Ten Commandments 
–	Noah
–	Moses
•	Major diasporas:
–	Assyrians (out of Mesopotamia and to Israel)
–	Romans (out of Israel and to central Europe –Germany, Poland)
–	Nazis (out of central Europe and to the US) 
•	US has the largest Jewish population in the world today 
Lesson 5.4 Greeks and Greek Philosophy 
Strayer 205-209
5.4 Quiz 
•	How did many Greek philosophers view the Greek gods/goddesses?
•	Why didn’t many Athenians like what Socrates had to say about Sparta?
•	People in which profession take the Hippocratic Oath?

14.  In what ways was the mythical religion of the Greek city-states brought together and expressed?

•	Gods and goddesses were:
–	Unpredictable, quarreling, lustful
•	Oracles that predicted the future
•	Fertility cults
•	Worship of Dionysus, the god of wine
•	p. 205


15.  Why do you think many Greek intellectuals abandoned this mythical religious framework?

•	By saying world was not supernatural, they made things more stable
•	Gave humans control over destiny and morality
•	Kind of self-centered in a way
•	Maybe fed up with incoherence and contradiction of mythology
•	p. 205


16.  What are the distinctive features of the Greek intellectual tradition?

•	Focus on argument and logic
•	Relentless questioning of received wisdom 
•	Confidence in human reason
•	Need to figure out world w/o including gods 
•	P. 206

16.5 Who are some important Greek Philosophers?
•	Philosophy = Love of wisdom
•	Socrates:
•	Question everything about the world
–	Gods, government, families, relationships
•	Gov doesn’t like it, says he is corrupting the youth,  sentences him to death
–	Literally me
•	Drinks hemlock instead the night before
–	Becomes a martyr 
Nom nom nom
16.5 Who are some important Greek Philosophers?
•	Plato:
•	Taught by Socrates
•	The Allegory of the Cave – philosophers can see the “real reality”
•	The Republic – what a good society should be
–	Major government ideas
•	Wrote everything down that Socrates said
Plato’s Allegory of the Cave (in two minutes) 
•	Plato has Socrates describe a gathering of people who have lived chained to the wall of a cave all of their lives, facing a blank wall. The people watch shadows projected on the wall from things passing in front of a fire behind them, and they begin to give names to these shadows. The shadows are as close as the prisoners get to viewing reality. He then explains how the philosopher is like a prisoner who is freed from the cave and comes to understand that the shadows on the wall do not make up reality at all, for he can perceive the true form of reality rather than the mere shadows seen by the prisoners.
16.5 Who are some important Greek Philosophers?
•	Aristotle: 
•	How to teach/science/education in general 
•	Invented deductive reasoning 
–	Starting with a truth, examining it, then working down to the next truth
•	Probably the most prolific philosopher 
–	Wrote about everything 
•	Taught by Plato 
•	Also taught Alexander the Great
Greco-Roman Philosophy Examples 
•	Logic/rationality
–	What makes sense? 
–	Rejection of supernatural reasons for natural things
•	Empirical observation 
–	Empiric = experience, evidence
–	Basically the scientific method 
Greco-Roman Philosophy Examples 
•	Nature of political power 
–	Rejection of political power coming from the gods
•	Nature of hierarchy 
–	Rejection of higher status coming from the gods
•	IN GENERAL – QUESTION EVERYTHING!

17.  What did the earliest classical Greek thinkers have in common?

•	Need to explain world naturally without using religion 
•	Dead now
•	This is basically science, riiiiight?
•	p. 207
Lesson 5.5 Compare Jesus with Buddha 
Strayer 209-215
5.5 Quiz 
•	Give two ways Jesus’ and Buddha’s lives were similar. 
•	Which Roman emperor declared Christianity as the official state religion?
•	Christianity started as small sect inside of which religion?

20.  Compare the lives and teachings of Jesus and the Buddha. 

•	Buddha:
•	Born rich
•	Accepted other religions to become Buddhist too
–	Roman Christianity was forced on everyone in the empire
•	Originally, not about supernatural
•	To end suffering, you must work really really hard on yourself
•	Public life was over forty years
•	Died of old age


20.  Compare the lives and teachings of Jesus and the Buddha. 
•	Jesus 
•	Carpenter from poor family
•	Must be devoted to God (taken from Judaism)
–	Buddhism didn’t take anything from earlier ideas
•	Performed miracles
•	More social and political ideas 
–	Buddhism focused more on self
•	Public life brief
•	Executed for beliefs
20.  Compare the lives and teachings of Jesus and the Buddha. 
•	Both
•	Mystics
–	Personal experience with “the truth”
•	Taught wisdom over the way things were at the time
•	Taught renunciation of wealth
–	Money makes you less complete
•	Compassion (The Golden Rule)
•	Neither wanted to found new religions
•	Messages embraced after deaths to huge audiences
•	First were teachers, then gods b/c of followers
•	Clashes among followers about interpretations of teachings
•	pp. 209-214
20.  Compare the lives and teachings of Jesus and the Buddha. 
•	Both taught about asceticism and monasticism
•	Asceticism – extreme rejection of materialistic things or anything extravagant 
•	Monasticism – living as monks and nuns
–	No worldly goods
–	Helping the poor and orphans
–	Fasting, meditating 
20.5 What did Early Christianity Look Like?
•	process began with Paul (10–65 c.e.)
–	Disciple who moved to Rome and started The Catholic (Universal) Church
•		women had more opportunities in the beginning 
•		early converts were typically urban, poor and women
•		attraction of miracle stories
•		attraction of Christian care for each other

20.5.5 How did Christianity become the Roman Religion?
•	Romans started by killing Christians for being atheists towards Roman gods
•	Killed some pretty important Christians, like Jesus
•	Constantine saw a red cross in the sky, started being a Jesus guy
•	Theodosius (300s) closed polytheistic temples and made Christianity official
–	To hold Rome together
•	Christianity spread thanks to Rome owning most of the world at the time

21.  In what ways was Christianity transformed in the five centuries following the death of Jesus?

•	Jesus became divine 
•	From small Jewish sect to non-Jewish faith.
•	First spread in Roman Empire through poor
•	Then through rulers who used it to hold the diverse population together
–	Gives them hope and explains why being poor is a good thing 
•	300s CE – official Roman religion, others banned
•	It developed a hierarchical organization, with patriarchs, bishops, and priests.
•	It ultimately developed a patriarchal
•	Ultimately, permanent divisions formed because disagreements on practice.
–	Eastern Orthodox
–	Protestants 
•	pp. 211-214
Ideas that influenced Christianity 
•	Zoroastrianism 
–	The idea of one “father God”
•	Judaism 
–	Same
•	Hellenistic philosophy
–	Rationality
•	Equality of all people
–	The seeking of truth 
–	Best example was stoicism 
How did art and architecture reflect the values of classical religions and philosophies?
Indian Architecture – Keep things separated, because some places are holier than others. 
Greek Architecture – rationality is key. Humans are awesome, so our buildings should reflect human stature 

Lesson 5.6 Chapter 5 Docs
Strayer 217-226 
5.6 Quiz
•	What was the name of the book written by 
Confucius’ followers of his sayings?
•	What advice does Krishna (Vishnu) give the warrior when he doesn’t want to kill his kinfolk?
•	Who was the intended audience of Socrates’ apology?

Analects – Confucius 
•	Most influential Chinese person ever
–	Had a big influence on most of East Asia
•	Talked about “virtue” – being a good person
•	By “propriety” – doing what you should do based on your position in life
Analects – Confucius 
•	Respect your parents, elders
–	Respectful funerals for them
•	Worry about being virtuous. Don’t chase women.
•	Good leaders make the world go ‘round. 
•	Lead by law = ppl will break them and have no shame b/c they only follow to avoid punishment. 
•	Lead by virtue = ppl will respect the laws and be ashamed if they break them. 

Analects – Confucius 
•	“Let him preside over them with gravity; then they will reverence him. Let him be final and kind to all; then they will be faithful to him. Let him advance the good and teach the incompetent; then they will eagerly seek to be virtuous.”
•	Chi Lu asked about serving the spirits of the dead. The Master said, “While you are not able to serve men, how can you serve their spirits?” Chi Lu added, “I venture to ask about death?” He was answered, “While you do not know life, how can you know about death?”
•	Golden Rule
•	Keep a good reputation 
•	Its hard to keep girls and servants in line because they’re done
Bhavagad Gita
•	Major holy text of Hinduism
•	Warrior asks Krishna (secret Vishnu) for advice because he doesn’t want to kill his kin
•	Krishna says “Do your dharma, man.”
–	Bodies are just like clothes you can take off
–	Their souls are eternal
•	Doing dharma will lead you to nirvana
–	Rejecting it is a sin
Bhavagad Gita
•	Each caste has a way it should act
•	Priests – smart
•	Warriors – fearlessness
•	Farmers – farming?
•	Peasants – service 
•	“One’s duty, though defective, is better than another’s duty well performed.”
Apology by Plato
•	“Apology” translates to “legal defense”
•	Socrates accused of corruption of the youth
•	Plato wrote what he said
•	“A powerful defense of intellectual freedom”
Apology by Plato
•	Some “lesser” men are wiser than “greater” men
•	I see people for who they are
•	I’ll keep challenging people even if you threaten me with death
•	“Gadfly of Athens” – Athens is a slow horse that is slow and when he stings them, they wake up and are alert
Apology by Plato
•	If my sons end up acting like you losers, punish them for me. Tell them they are lame. 
•	“The hour of departure has arrived, and we go our ways—I to die, and you to live. Which is better, God only knows.”
The Gospel of Matthew 
•	“Sermon on the Mount”
•	“Straight and narrow” road
•	“Blessed are the poor in spirit, for theirs is the kingdom of heaven.
•	“Blessed are those who mourn, for they will be comforted.
•	“Blessed are the meek, for they will inherit the earth.
•	“Blessed are those who hunger and thirst for righteousness, for they will be filled.
The Gospel of Matthew 
•	Be a light to your peers
•	Anger = murder
•	Lust = adultery 
•	Turn the other cheek
•	Don’t do charity or pray just to be seen
•	Being rich is dumb
•	Eat bacon, it’s rad. 
•	Don’t judge.
The Gospel of Matthew 
•	“Why do you look at the speck of sawdust in your brother’s eye and pay no attention to the plank in your own eye? How can you say to your brother, ‘Let me take the speck out of your eye,’ when all the time there is a plank in your own eye? You hypocrite, first take the plank out of your own eye, and then you will see clearly to remove the speck from your brother’s eye. . . .”
Lesson 6.1 Class Hierarchies and China’s Scholar Gentry 
Strayer 237-242
6.1 Quiz
•	How were officials chosen for the Civil Service System in China?
•	List one thing that Wang Mang did to wealthy Chinese people. 
•	How did the scholar gentry view merchants?


1.  How would you describe the social hierarchy of classical China? (officials, landlords, peasants, merchants) 
•	Emperor’s officials
–	Mostly from rich families
•	Then, peasants
–	Biggest part of society
•	Some were sort of comfortable
•	Some could barely survive
•	Last was merchants
–	Viewed as shameful for making profit from selling the work of others
•	pp. 238-242

1.5 What classical era traditions have been changed since 1750?
•	Slavery
•	Monarchies
•	Women’s rights
•	Treatment of untouchables thanks to Gandhi

•	*Most of these stayed strong from the Neolithic Revolution until the Industrial Revolution 
–	AKA the agricultural era
–	AKA units 1, 2, 3, and 4

1.25 Characterize Wudi’s Civil Service System.
•	Imperial academy to train officials
•	Written tests to choose officials
•	Lasted into the 20th century
•	Favored the rich because they 
–	Were close to the capital where tests were given
–	Rich enough to get tutors for the tests	
•	Some commoners could move up
2.  What reforms were instituted under Emperor Wang Mang? 
•	Didn’t like huge estates b/c they skipped out on taxes and could raise armies stronger than the imperial army
•	Took large private estates and divided them up among the landless.
•	Made government loans were available to peasant families.
•	p. 240

2.  What reforms were instituted under Emperor Wang Mang? 
•	Limits were placed on the amount of land a family might own.
•	He ended private slavery.
•	Maybe he is the first communist???
•	 p. 240

2.5 Explain the Yellow Turban Rebellion
•	Provoked by floods, corruption, and epidemics
•	Led by angry Daoists 
•	Revolts almost killed the economy
•	Led to the overthrow of the Han

 
3.  How did the scholar gentry view the peasants? 

•	Peasants were the solid productive backbone of the country, and their hard work and endurance in the face of difficulties were worthy of praise. 
•	P. 240
3.5 How did the scholar gentry view merchants?
•	Saw them as cheaters and greedy
•	Placed below peasants in social heirarchy
•	Couldn’t hold public office
•	Forced to make loans to government
Lesson 6.2 The Caste System 
Strayer 242-246
Quiz 6.2 
•	The larger and broader divisions in the caste system were known as _________ while the smaller and more specific divisions were known as ________.
•	Each section of the caste system made up part of the body of __________.
•	Which invaders probably started the caste system?

4.   What are the origins of classical India’s caste system? 
•	Caste means “race” or “purity of blood”
•	Started from encounters of Aryans (lighter skin) and Dravidians (natives) (darker skin)
•	Aryans were wealthier and controlled the Dravidians b/c of their race and their jobs
•	p. 243


5.  How was Indian society divided?  
•	Everyone was born into four classes (varna).
•	Stayed there for life.
•	Top – priests
•	2nd – warriors and rulers
•	3rd – commoners and farmers
•	4th – Sudras – Dravidians 
–	In very low positions
–	Served the higher castes
–	Couldn’t take part in Hindu rituals
•	pp. 243-244
5.  How was Indian society divided?  
•	First three classes came to be regarded as pure Aryans and were called the “twice born,” b/c they experienced not only a physical birth but also a formal initiation into their respective varnas and status as people of Aryan descent.  
•	The lowest class was the Untouchables—these people did the work considered most unclean and polluting, such as cremating corpses, dealing with the skin of dead animals, and serving as executioners. 
–	Considered outside of the caste system
•	pp. 243-244
Each caste makes up part of the god, Purusha
7.  How did India’s caste system differ from China’s class system?
•	India was based on religion
•	China was based on social standing
•	China’s system was more broad
–	Scholar-gentry (smart rich ppl)
–	Landlords
–	Peasants
–	Merchants
•	India had a lesser chance of social mobility (moving up in society)
•	p. 246

8.  What is one reason that India seldom experienced an empire that encompassed the entire subcontinent?

•	Caste was a local phenomenon 
•	It was different in each part of India
•	It wasn’t set up for a large national government
•	p. 246


9.  What are the three functions of caste?

•	Substitute for a government as what makes society work. 
•	It offered a distinct and socially recognized place for almost everyone.
•	Facilitated the exploitation of the poor by the wealthy and powerful.
–	Ppl should be ashamed of being born poor.
–	They will be good this life and not revolt so they can be better of in the next life.
•	 p. 246

How could you move up or down in the caste system?
•	Once you die, if you did your dharma (the job of your caste), you would move up. 
–	If you didn’t, you would move down. 
•	Doing your dharma is how you get good karma. 
–	You cash in good karma to move up the caste system. 
•	Being born poor is your fault, and you’d better do what you are told this life so you can move up. 

Lesson 6.3 Classical Slavery 
Strayer 247-252
Quiz 6.3
•	From the table: What term means granting legal freedom to slaves?
•	China, Rome, or India: Which had more slaves?
•	Other than becoming prisoners of war, name another way one could become a slave.

10.  What does one scholar suggest as a model for enslaving people?

•	Domesticating animals
–	Stronger than ppl
–	More of them than ppl
•	Other reasons?
•	Wars led to having captured peoples that could become slaves.
•	Women were probably the first slaves. Patriarchal societies showed that women were owned by men.
•	p. 247
 12.  How did Greco-Roman slavery differ from that of other classical civilizations?
•	Greco-Roman society depended more on slaves than did other classical civilizations. Around 33% in Athens and 33% to 40% in Rome.
•	Less than 1% in China.
•	There were more slaves in the Greco-Roman world than in other classical civilizations.
•	Slaves could do any job. Even high-up positions. 
•	The only thing they couldn’t do is serve in the military. 
•	pp. 249-251
12.5 How did people become slaves?
•	POWs
•	Reproduction
•	Piracy
•	Orphans
12.25 What are some other aspects of classical slavery?
•	Not race based. 
•	Not challenged, even by Christians.
•	In Rome, slaves did all of the work except military service.
•	Couldn’t marry
•	If a slave killed a master, all of the master’s slaves were killed
•	Manumission (freeing slaves) was common
12.125 How did slaves rebel and revolt?
•	Mass suicide
•	“Weapons of the weak” – theft, sabotage, poor work
•	Rebellion
•	One major revolt led by slave named Spartacus --> Romans finally crushed the uprising, killing about 6,000 revolters
•	Crucified the slaves along the Appian Way (120 miles)

Lesson 6.4 Patriarchy and Conclusion  
Strayer 252-260
6.4 Quiz 
•	What was one way women were treated differently in Sparta than in Athens?
•	Who was the first and only female ruler of China?
•	Buddhism evolved out of __________ while Christianity evolved out of ____________.



14.  Following the collapse of the Han Dynasty in the third century, what were the signs of a weakening patriarchy?  Did patriarchy end in China?
•	Nomads from the north took over some cities and their women were more free.
•	Tang Dynasty (600s-900s) let women inherit property.
•	Empress Wu – first and only woman Chinese ruler. Supported by Buddhists. Made mourning period for mothers the same as fathers.
•	The move from Confucianism to Daoism and Buddhism saw women priests and nuns.
•	This didn’t end patriarchy, but changed it for the betterment of women in some regards. 


15.  How did the patriarchies of Athens and Sparta differ from each other?

•	Athens
•	Women restricted from public life
•	Must have guardian in court
•	Must stay in home, husband is public figure
•	15-year-old girls married 30-year-old men
•	Land passed through males

•	Sparta
•	No public role, like Athens.
•	Revered as creators of great warriors
•	Sporting events to make their bodies strong
•	Married men their own ages.
•	Women were the authority in the household.
•	 pp. 255-259
16.  How did Spartan society solve the problem of a permanent threat from the helots?
•	Always be ready for war.
•	Boys trained at age 7 to age 30.
•	Every man was expected to be a warrior. 
•	p. 257
17.  List the changes and continuities of the classical era.
•	Changes
•	Greece took down the much larger Persian empire. 
•	Rome took the entire Mediterranean.
•	Buddhism and Christianity evolved out of Judaism and Hinduism. 
•	Very strong and solid empires eventually fell.
Continuities
•	China’s scholar-gentry class kept power through the dynasties until today.
•	The caste system stayed strong.
•	Slavery stayed strong and would until the 19th century. 
•	Patriarchy is the oldest and most fundamental aspect of all civilizations. 
6.5 Patriarchy Docs
Strayer 262 - 271
Quiz
•	Name one ritual for baby girls in China.
•	Why do we know so little about patriarchy in the classical era?
•	What could Buddhist women become that Hindu women couldn’t?
•	 

Intro
•	Gender studies is a new discipline
•	Not much info on women
•	Docs written by women are almost always from elites
How Sad It Is to Be a Woman – Fu Xuan
•	Male poet, empathizing with women
•	Boys are like Gods fallen out of heaven
•	Wives are replaced by younger concs

Lessons for Women – Ban Zhao 
•	Confucian, high ranking
•	3 rituals – put under the bed, give shard of pot, announce birth to ancestors
–	All to show that she is less than a man 
•	Yin-Yang – man controls, woman serves 
•	Acquiescence – to yield, submit
•	Don’t think, talk, or have an opinion
–	Just weave and clean  
•	Be obedient to your mother-in-law. You live in her house now. 
Psalms of the Sisters from the Pali Canon
•	Hinduism - subject to your father, your husband, then your son
•	Buddhism allowed for nuns and religious meaning for women 
•	Meant freedom from kitchen-work (peasant), sexualization (courtesan), poverty (poor Brahmin), envy (treasurer), social status (goldsmith)


History of Rome - Livy
•	Laws passed so women couldn’t use luxury goods to save products for the war effort
•	Women protested, blockaded streets
•	Men say they should stay in their home, listen to husbands 
•	“wild animals are first chafed by their chains when they are released” 
Lesson 7.1 Pre-Columbian Latin America 
Strayer Chapter 7 
7.1. 7.2 Quiz
•	What does “Coptic” mean?
•	What was the last major native empire in the Andes?
•	Which classical trade route was primarily used as a relay system?



Africa – Axum
•	South of Egypt, Ethiopia 
•	Became Christian (Coptic Christians)
•	Lots of Trade on the Red Sea and Indian Ocean 
Africa – Niger River Valley 
•	“Cities without citadels” (castle or fortress in the middle of a city)
•	Operated without any central government, local or imperials. 
•	Much like original Indus River civilizations. 

Pre-Columbian Andes Timeline
•	800 BCE – 300 BCE – Chavin
–	Pilgrimage site, traveled to from 3 weeks away by llama 
•	100 BCE – 800 CE – Moche
–	Warrior priests lived on the top of pyramids
–	Human sacrifices 
•	1200 CE – Columbus – Inca 
–	More on them in the Post-Classical Unit 
Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica Timeline 
•	1200 BCE – 100 BCE – Olmecs (Old Mex)
–	Gulf Coast
–	Basalt stone heads
•	200 BCE – 750 CE – Teotihuacán
–	Not Tenochtitlan (that was the capital of the Aztec civilization)
–	In Mexico City 
–	Very militaristic and imperial 
Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica Timeline 
•	300 CE – 1100 CE – Mayans:
•	Yucatan peninsula region
•	Many competing city-states (like Mesopotamia)
•	Calendars (2012!)
•	Pyramids (aliens)
•	Huge environment changers
–	Terraced hill farming
–	Drained swamps
–	Elaborate irrigation 
•	Disappeared due to warfare, population growth, or deforestation 
Pre-Columbian Mesoamerica Timeline 
•	1300 CE – 1500 CE – Aztecs
•	More on these guys in the Post-Classical Unit 
•	Spoiler alert: they ripped the still-beating hearts out of peoples’ chests 

7.2 Sea, Sand, and Silk Roads
Strayer Chapter 7 
2.3 The Emergence of Interregional Networks of Communication and Exchange 
•	MUST KNOW THIS FOR THE TEST!
•	Why does trade grow in this 600 BCE to 600 CE period?
–	Demand for raw and foreign materials
–	Land and water routes made it easier 
Land and water routes were the basis for interregional (across regions) trade
•	Silk roads 
•	Sea roads
•	Sand roads 

Silk Roads
•	First of the three 
•	From Han China to Rome
•	Lots of different roads
•	Traded luxury goods/foreign goods
–	Stuff you couldn’t get nearby
–	Stuff you can carry on foot or by horse
•	Pretty safe
–	Protected 600 BCE to 600 CE by Han China
–	After, protected by the Mongols  
•	Not a direct point A to point B trade
–	More of a relay where traders traded with other traders, not the end customer 

Sand Roads (Trans-Sahara) 
•	Came second (around 200 CE)
–	Couldn’t happen until the camel saddle was invented
•	Traded staple items like salt
•	Gold was another major thing traded
–	Both gold and salt were abundant in parts of Africa
•	Mostly a long-distance “point A to point B” system
–	Unlike the relay system on the Silk Roads

Sea Roads (Indian Ocean) 
•	Last of the three 
–	Came with the rise of Islam in the 600s CE
•	Traded large items by boat 
–	Like lumber, metals, spices 
•	Traded along numerous points on the Indian Ocean
–	Sort of a mix between the relay system of the Silk Roads and the “point a/b” system on the Sand Roads

Major things traded on these routes
•	Crops
–	Cotton from India to all over
–	Rice from Vietnam to China 
–	Sugarcane from Indonesia into Asia and Europe 
•	Ideas
–	Shaduf – long pole with bucket on end
•	Used for irrigation
•	Came from ancient Egypt, spread across Afro-Eurasia
•	Led to much better crops
Major things traded on these routes
•	Religions
–	Islam (Sand Roads)
–	Hinduism and Islam (Sea Roads)
–	Christianity and Buddhism (Silk Roads) 
•	Diseases
–	Smallpox caught by the Roman army in Mesopotamia killed 10% of the entire population 
–	Horses often carried the diseases
–	One of many causes for the fall of Rome 
•	Weakened the army, agricultural work force, less tax payers 
–	Smallpox had impacts on Han China 

